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Abstract
Extraction of hidden text in web images, computer screen images, news, games and e-learning is a very important task in image
processing. Compression of digital images leads to poor visual quality of background and text images. Digital images are significantly
considered and segmented using DWT into text and background blocks. Huffman coding is used to perform the lossless compression
process in the compressed text pixels and the SPIHT algorithm in employed to the compress the background pixels. The result of DWT
segmentation shows fringes in the segmented text image. The proposed method uses connected region and edge detection approach
which provides a segmented text from digital video stills. The segmented text is converted to binary image using luminance thresholding
which leads to fine quality of extracted text.
Keywords—Compression of Digital images; Filters; Text segmentation; Thresholding.

1.

Introduction

The combination of text, graphics and natural pictures is called as
compound images. Text in the image provides more information
in web pages and e-learning. Compression of images leads to
blurriness. Compression algorithm is classified as lossless and
lossy techniques. The main motive is to reduce the visual quality
loss during compression. Henceforth, lossless compression
technique is used for compressing text in an image. The following
three steps are involved for the compression of the compound
images,
1.
The images are segmented into regions of homogeneous
data types and grouped together.
2.
Selecting the compression algorithm for each data types.
3.
Segmentation technique not only provides low bit rate
but also lowers the distortion levels of the compressed image.
Segmentation algorithms are primarily based on three approaches
namely layer-based segmentation, object-based segmentation and
block-based segmentation. The common method used for blockbased segmentation is DWT based compression as shown in Fig 2.
The images are segmented into text and blocks of pixels using the
geometric structures of each DWT transformed image block.
Irrespective of font style, background complexity and style, the
DWT method minimizes the misclassification error. The proposed
method uses object-based segmentation where uses split and
merge algorithm and edge detection approach for video still
pictures. This proposed method results in reduced noise in
segmented text from the video stills.

2.

Related Works

Xiao chuan Chen et al. [11] applied statistical study of empirical
matrix (EM) in an image to identify the hidden data.

Using EM projection histogram, PH features like moments of PH
and 53 characteristic functions are extracted. To boost the
performance, PE [prediction-error] image features are pulled out
and incorporated. SVM is utilized as a classifier. Yuan Liu et al.
[12] recommended 3 methods to derive the feature vector such as
pixel domain based Robert gradient energy; DCT domain based
variance of Laplacian parameter and extracted wavelet
coefficients based higher-order statistics. BPA neural network is
used as a classifier.

Xiang yang Luo et al. [13] applied WPT to decompose picture into
3 scales and to get the sub band coefficients. From the sub bands
Multi-order absolute characteristic function of histogram features
are pulled out. Lastly vector for each picture, all the features are
standardized also merged to a 255-D feature. Back propagation
neural set-up is utilized as a classifier.
Yuan-luTu et al. [14] designed a technique to extract the features
using image luminance and chrominance components. The
extracted features are found to be in DCT and DWT domains.
Wavelet high-order statistics is used instead of wavelet
characteristic function. Non linear SVM is employed as a
classifier. Jing-Qu Lin et al. [15] intended Binary Similarity
Method (BSM) for JPEG images to capture the 7th and 8th bit
planes of non-zero DCT coefficients and to calculate the 14
features of every image. SVM is exploited as a classifier.
Zhi-Min He et al. [16] utilized RBFNN for step analysis. DCT and
Markov features are found to be as inputs of neural networks.
Sheikhan et al. [17] designed a technique to extract the features
from sub band images and Contour let coefficients. 54 features are
reduced using Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) method. Non
linear SVM is found to be a classifier. Lie et al [18] recommended
the gradient energy and statistical variance as two features to
detect the presence of hidden content in spatial or DCT domain.
Shi et al. [19] suggested a technique that uses statistical
characteristic function of the prediction-error image, the test
image, and its wavelet sub bands as special features.
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Dwt Using Block-Based Segmentation

A.
System
The block-based segmentation using DWT consist is processed in
two stages: coding and segmentation. The process is as follows,
1.
The image pixels are segmented into blocks of text and
background parts.
2.
Compress the texts blocks using lossless Huffman
coding.
3.
Then compress the background blocks with lossy SPIHT
algorithm.
B.
Text segmentation using Two-dimensional DWT
The Two Dimensional DWT investigates an image to spate
horizontal, vertical and diagonal information. There are two types
of stages and they are,
1.
High pass and low pass filters are used for filtering
image of rows N×N
2.
One dimensional convolution filters is applied to the
filtered image.
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If the standard deviation (σ) of high frequency sub-bandvalue is
greater than the threshold value, then the corresponding image
block is considered as text block. Or else, the corresponding image
block is considered as background block.

(3)
Where,
θ ϵ {LH, HL, HH} and

I ( i, j ) arebelong

to the wavelet

coefficients of high-frequency sub-band θ,
W is high-frequency sub-band width,
H is high frequency sub-bandheight,

Bi is i th block in the image and || is logical OR operator,
The sub bands (HL, LH and HH) which counterparts to slant,
horizontal and vertical whacks of English literacies have an
important statistic standard deviation boundary as T1, T2 and T3.
From the text blocks of different images, the standard deviation is
plotted and the thresholds T1, T2 and T3 are calculated.

Fig. 1.DWT decomposition using Single-level two-dimensional.

Fig.2.Flowchart of text segmentation.

An (N/2)×(N/2) sub-image is produced by the Two Dimensional
DWT. These sub images has four subbands namely low-pass (LL),
Diagonal(HH), Vertical (LH and Horizontal (HL). This is
illustrated in Fig 1
To reconstruct the photo from sub-images (LL, LH, HL and HH)
of two dimensional DWT, details are recollected by means of upsampling and convolution with the correspondingfusion filters and
low-pass estimate. Up-sampling illustrates theinsertion of a zero
row after every available zero column or row.
C.
Process of text extraction
The multi-resolutionattributes of the wavelet transform can decay
the signal to sub-bands at numerous scales. The edges are
enhanced in all aspects saying vertical, horizontal and diagonal
using sub-bands (LH, HL, HH).The text that are present in
vertical, horizontal or diagonal directions are characterised highly
by the high contrast edges. Based on this a high clarification text
block is obtained by the high-frequency wavelet coefficients.
D.
Algorithm of DWT block-based text extraction

E.
SPIHT algorithm of background pixels
The background pixels, pictures and text are found in the
compound images. To keep the greater subsets with unrelated
measurements together, it is necessary to partition the tree which
is done by the SPHIT Procedure. The results obtained from these
partitioning appear in binary format. Providing a substantial plot
encrypting these binaries are transmitted to the decoder. The
SPHIT Algorithm sends the binary representation of the numeral
significance of the wave coefficient.
Instigating from the bottom resolution band, these wavelet
coefficients are divided once more. The divided coefficients are
then combined into an array of 2×2, which produces the band 1
coefficients. The bottom determination band coefficients are also
divided into an array of 2×2
F.
Lossless coding of text pixels
From the early encoded image in the horizontal direction, an
optimal prediction of text blocks is discovered by the prediction
method. There are two modes in the method
1.
Find out the finest counterpart among the current block
and its instantaneous left most blocks in the same row. This
process has to be carried for each txt block that is considered
2.
For an optimal prediction of orientation block, a lowest
block dissimilarity in chosen

1.
The image from the database is equally divided into
blocks.
2.
Set threshold for sub-bandsas T1, T2, T3 respectively.
3.
Repeat steps 4 through 5 for all input image blocks.
4.
In order to decompose into sub-bands DWT is applied to
each block
5.
The high-frequency sub-bands mean and standard
deviation are calculated for each 8 × 8 block using the below
mentioned formulas.

Before sending information of each block to the decoder, encoding
is done in the prediction residual by Huffman encoder

4.

Proposed Method
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Fig. 3. Process of text extraction from video still.

B.
Connected region approach
The letters are considered as a homogeneous region. Then divide
the video still into homogeneous regions. Split and Merge
algorithm is useful in doing such division. Process is as follows;
1.
When there is a non-homogeneous region, then split it
into four regions.
2.
If two adjacent regions are homogeneous, then they can
be merged.
3.
Using size characterizations of the text the insignificant
regions will be deleted.
Token Verification &Validation
Text contrasts with background. Edge detection used to find the
edges of the text. The number of edges in x and y direction will be
calculated. If the edges are higher than the threshold then it will
be considered as a text area. Then each text area will be binarized
using the luminance threshold.

5.
Digital video has become one of the most important in education,
news and games. To extract information from a huge amount of
video data, we need to extract text from video and recognize the
extracted text. Text is important part in video. Fig. 4 shows the
flow of the proposed system.
A.
Text extraction
Text extraction in video consists in three steps,
1.
Find text region in original images.
2.
The text is separated from background.
3.
Binarize the segmented image using threshold.

Results and Discussions

This section give a detailed discussion of the process of extracting
the text in the images using the proposed DWT technique. Fig. 4a
shows the compound image. Fig. 4b shows the result of DWT
bock-based text segmented part. Fig. 4c shows the result of DWT
block-based segmented picture part.
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Fig. 5a. Video still.
Fig. 4a. Sample compound image.

Fig. 5b. Segmented text from video still.

6.

Fig. 4b. Segmented text part.

Conclusions

In this paper, the proposed method can be improved with colour
segmentation and deleting false regions.Transform domain
techniques are implemented in image, audio,and video
steganography to enhance the amount of secret information hidden
inthe cover object, maintaining good quality of stego object and
extracted secretinformation.
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Fig. 4c. Segmented picture part.

The final result, is the text which will be in white and the
background in black. Fig. 5a shows the video still and Fig. 5b
shows the segmented text information from the video still.
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